Highland High School
Colorguard 2018
Welcome to the Marching season! I will be noting some side information not entirely mentioned in the
Band handbook.
Attendance:
All performers are expected to be at EVERY rehearsal. With that please remember if a practices starts at
5:30 they should not be arriving at that time, they should be ready to learn. Same concept follows with the
the end of rehearsal time, common rehearsals end at 9. Guardians should expect their child to be done
cleaning up after rehearsal at 9:15. Please note that a student will ONLY be exempt/released early from a
rehearsal/performance if there was a discussion between the parent and myself, and/or if a family
emergency takes place.
Payment Schedule:
*Winter share of cost must be paid in order to participate with the ensemble, unless a “payment plan” is in
place.
**Once a member commits to the ensemble, and then decides to no longer participate, any
items purchased for the member prior to advising they will no longer be participating, the
student will be charged for the item.
$ Plan:
-May 17th: 50$
-June 15th: 120$
-July 15th: 120$
-August 15th: 120$
-September 15th:105$ (remainder)
*If you are having financial issues please contact Renee Thresher (Booster Treasurer). She can discuss
other payment plans for you and your student. Contact her at Cgmbboosters@outlook.com.
*you can also keep paying ahead of schedule if it is more convenient as well.
Attire:
Practice attire will consist of black tops and black bottoms. Please keep logos and/or writing on clothing to
a minimum. Hair must be pinned back and out of the face. Shoes must be tennis shoes, or any
supportive/dance footwear. The only pieces of clothing that can be in any color are jackets and socks.
Please be aware we rehearse outside, take in consideration the material of your attire.
*During Summer the “all black” rule does not apply, but once school is in session the black will be in
effect.*
Other: Please be aware that when it comes to performances the students are to wear makeup and are
going to need to add product to their hair. This will be additional cost on your part. Hair and makeup styles
will be provided closer to the start of the season. I also post all the content/information (practice hours,
competitions, scheduling) for this program onto this app called the “BAND APP.” Please send me a text
message stating your name, and I will send you an invite to be part of group. Students need to be part of
the group, and parents are highly encouraged to be involved as well.

I love communication with the guardians of my students, please message me with ANY questions that
may arise.
*any information can be subject to change*

